The word you’re is a contraction for the words you are.
The word your is a word to describe something that belongs to you.

Use the word you’re or your to complete each sentence.

1. May I borrow ____________ baseball mitt?

2. ____________ my best friend.

3. Is this ____________ first trip to California?

4. ____________ going to have a great time here.

5. Paul, ____________ friend called on the phone.

6. I haven’t been to any of ____________ basketball games this year.

7. After dinner, ____________ going to help clear the table.

* Challenge ____________ going with ____________ father to pick up ____________ friends at the park.
The word you’re is a contraction for the words you are.
The word your is a word to describe something that belongs to you.

Use the word you’re or your to complete each sentence.

1. May I borrow ______ your_______ baseball mitt?

2. ______ You’re_______ my best friend.

3. Is this ______ your_______ first trip to California?

4. ______ You’re_______ going to have a great time here.

5. Paul, ______ your_______ friend called on the phone.

6. I haven’t been to any of ______ your_______ basketball games this year.

7. After dinner, ______ you’re_______ going to help clear the table.

* Challenge ______ You’re_______ going with ______ your_______ father to pick up ______ your_______ friends at the park.